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8. Suppose you are working as a General Manager in a Newspaper. What are the expectations from you? Write with examples.
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4. What do you understand by Advertisement
Management? Write about the responsibilities
of advertisement department in newspapers.

(b) Reuters
(c) UNI

(d) Advertisement Agency
       
(e) NBSA
(f) TRP

5. What is Press council of India? Describe its
functions.

(g) Prasar Bharti

              

  
Section–B / 
 
(Short-Answer-Type Questions) / 
 
Note : Section ‘B’ contains Eight (08) short-answer

type questions of Seven (07) marks each.
Learners are required to answer any Five (05)
questions only.
(5×7=35)
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2. What is the importance of Editorial Page in
Newspaper?

1. Write short notes on following :

       

(a) Community Radio
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are required to answer any three (03) questions
only.
(3×15=45)

(5)

3. Write about the functions of Assignment Desk
in TV Media. How is it different from the
Output Desk?

  
(05) 
      (15)


        
       
(03)     
 
1. Describe the various systems of mass media
ownership in India.

4. The difference between Advertisment and News
is getting blurred. Write your opinion about this.

 
       
  
2. Write about the organizational structure of
editorial department of newspapers. Discuss
about the responsibilities of editorial
department.

5. Which is the best ownership model for running Newspapers? Write with suitable examples.



  

      
     
6. Write about the principles of Media organiza  
tion.

3. Discuss about the various departments and their
functions in TV news Medium.

      

7. What is PTI? Write about the functions and
 Editorial structure of PTI.
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